
Welcome to



World Class Arbitrage Crypto Trading Bot

Fusion is an automated real-time live trading experience that trades for you, using latest Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

technology with effective robots trading for maximum profitability.

Fusionxperience.com
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People have lost huge amounts of money to 

various platforms with devastating results and 

adverse effects.

Introduction

This requires pragmatic and sustainable 

remedies.
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mission statement

To provide a viable, sustainable, world 

class, state-of-the-art, ultra-modern and 

very secure platform, using innovative 

and emerging technologies for drastic 

financial freedom and a systematic 

financial revolution
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What is 

fusion 

Xperience?



Fusion Xperience is an automated 

real-time live trading experience 

that trades for you. Using the latest 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

technology with effective robots 

trading for maximum profitability.
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Sensitization for the inculcation of core values of integrity, 

transparency, sincerity, and industry through value reorientation

Human resource capital development through vital/relevant skills 

acquisition, training and capacity building/empowerment.

Building viable enterprises for sustainable grassroot 

development

Creating sustainable wealth by harnessing and processing 

valuable ideas.
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• integrity

• transparency

• accountability

• honesty

• love

• excellence

• empathy

• responsiveness

• respect

• productivity
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Products

&

Services
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Fully Automated Real-Time Arbitrage Trading



Staking



Crypto Coin - Fusion Coin



Fully Automated 

Arbitrage trading

X



What is 

Arbitrage 

trading?



Market 

A

Market 

B

Bu

y
Sel

l

Buying Crypto/Token/Currency in one market 

(exchange) and selling in another market while taking 

advantage of the price difference to make a profit.
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$10 minimum trading deposit (USDT TRC 20)



$10 minimum trading deposit (USDT TRC 20)

25% of trading bot profits daily
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$10 minimum trading deposit (USDT TRC 20)

20%, 10%, 5% referral bonuses for L1,L2,L3

Instant withdrawal of funds to your wallet and local currency/bank
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25% of trading bot profits daily



$10 minimum trading deposit (USDT TRC 20)

20%, 10%, 5% referral bonuses for L1,L2,L3

Instant withdrawal of funds to your wallet and local currency/bank

$1 verification fee/security fee

The trading bots are included in the platform, no 

hidden fees

25% of trading bot profits daily



$10 minimum trading deposit (USDT TRC 20)

20%, 10%, 5% referral bonuses for L1,L2,L3

Instant withdrawal of funds to your wallet and local currency/bank

$1 verification fee/security fee

No need to spend money buying robots and VPS

No trading knowledge required

25% of trading bot profits daily



profit breakdown

The percentage of profits that you 

will receive daily is 25% of what 

the bots made whilst trading.

The profits are separated into 6 

sections

YOU 25%

L1 REFERRAL UPLINE 20%

L2 REFFERAL UPLINE 10%

L3 REFFERAL UPLINE 5%

GAS /TRADING FEES 20%

COMPANY OPERATIONS 20%



example

The bots made $100 profit.

This will mean:

YOU will get $25 either to withdraw into your wallet or to compound.

The person who referred you will receive $20

The person who referred them will receive $10

and the person who referred them will receive $5

Gas/trading fees will be $20 

Fusion Xperience will retain $20 to fund company operations, maintaining 

profitability and sustainability





Anybody that decides to join the community must sign up using a referral link. This will be 

provided by members of our established community. These members can be found by 

searching social media and various places members of our community will be advertising 

their link to grow teams.

If someone was unable to find a referral link then there will also be a Fusion Xperience 

referral link, which will appear on our Official Social Media pages and groups.

Referral 

links



Representative leaders

500,000 volumes ($500,000) in their networks in L1, L2 and L3 

will be given a monthly salary/reward of $5000.
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Representative leaders

500,000 volumes ($500,000) in their networks in L1, L2 and L3 

will be given a monthly salary/reward of $5000.

1,000,000 volumes ($1,000,000) in their networks in L1, L2 and L3 

will be given a monthly salary/reward of $10000.

2,000,000 volumes ($2,000,000) in their networks in L1, L2 and 

L3 will be given a monthly salary/reward of $20000.

3,000,000 volumes ($3,000,000) in their networks in L1, L2 and 

L3 will be given a monthly salary/reward of $30000.



Representative leaders

ALL EXPENSE PAID TRIP TO A PLACE OF INTEREST FOR 

VACATION AND TOURISM.

RETURN TICKETS

EXCITING TOURS

ALL WHITE YACHT PARTY

SHOPPING ALLOWANCE

ACCESS TO GREAT 

INSPIRATIONAL SPEAKERS



tHE STAKING PLATFORM
Categories of Staking (Fusion Coin)

One month stake - 2% Reward

Minimum Deposit $1000

Three months stake - 6% Reward

Minimum Deposit $3000

Six months stake - 15% Reward

Minimum Deposit $5000 X



Fusion coin

ICO

On BSC

Private

Sales

Value 
doubles 

after launch
Listed on 
different 

exchanges

X



Executives & 

tech team



Fusion Xperience has executives. It's  a project 

built through the collaborative efforts of like-

minds, people of impeccable integrity and 

transparency with decades of experiences and 

expertise in the industry.



The Executives of Fusion Xperience have not 

doxed themselves to the public yet for security 

reasons. Nevertheless, they will dox themselves 

at the appropriate time. 

The executive team is comprised of 

owners/founders (who came together from 

several continents and various walks of life), the 

developers/tech team, 

marketing/advertisement, operations, and 

administrators. 



These teams are working with concerted efforts 

and collaboratively to deliver pragmatic, 

sustainable, world-class, ultramodern and a very 

secured platform using innovative and emerging 

technologies.



• Whitepaper is available on our 

website.

• Fusion Xperience will be fully 

audited following industry 

standards best practices and due 

process

• Fusion Xperience is registered in 

Nigeria and United States

white paper and certification

X



We have made arrangements with 

influencers, celebrities, billboard 

organisers, Youtubers, advertisement 

agencies, major marketing gurus etc. We 

will also use social media channels and 

handles to promote Fusion Xperience.

Marketing



strategic plan

Over 100k existing 

members, and targeted 

to reach a million users 

within the first 3 months 

and achieve 1 billion 

dollars in revenue.



$300 million month 2 from arbitrage trading and 

staking platform

$500 million month 3 from arbitrage trading, staking 

platform, and coin/token sales/transactions.

Financial projection

$200 million month 1 from arbitrage platform with at 

least 20,000 users

X



We have regular zoom meetings with our leaders updating us on 

the progress and reporting any new information with full 

transparency and integrity.

You can find the recording of each zoom meeting in the media 

section of our WhatsApp group 

GLOBAL LEADERS

Please ask all new members to watch them so that they are up to 

date and help them learn what Fusion Xperience is about and 

how it will help them.

Regular Zoom meetings 

with our leaders



Regular                       meetings 

with our leaders

You can participate in the Zoom meetings on the 

following days and times, please invite others to join 

us.

Monday 2pm CST + 8pm CST

Wednesday 2pm CST + 8pm CST

Friday 2pm CST + 8pm CST



https://fusionxperience.io

@Fusionarbitrage

https://discord.gg/dCUaP8XcKG

t.me/fusionprotocol2022

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCi

_mtvCzlOO_Z18UqDpXS1Q/featured

JOIN US ON SOCIAL 

MEDIA

hhtps://www.facebook.com/FusionXperience



• Innovative Blockchain Project

• Founders and Developers of Integrity

• Provides Financial Freedom and Financial Revolution

• $10 Minimum Deposit

• Sustainable – Documented Evidence

• Fully Automatic Arbitrage Trading Bot

• 25% of Trading Bot profits daily

• Rewards for Referrals on 3 Levels

• Volume Rewards

• Crypto Coin

• Staking Platform

Get back to whomever shared this opportunity with 

you.



Start your journey

Destiny awaits

X


